New: Scent diffuser size large
After many requests, Marie-Stella-Maris will release a new format Scent Diffuser
in late August. This novelty is launched in bestseller fragrance No.92 Objets
d’Amsterdam and the warm luxurious fragrance No.76 Courage des Bois. The
new format is particularly suitable for enriching larger rooms with a wonderful
scent.

Available scents
No. 92 Objets d’Amsterdam is Marie’s iconic fragrance; clean and crisp.
Sparkling citrus accords and green tea provide a fresh sensation, while the
underlying amber and musk give the fragrance depth and warmth.
No. 76 Courage des Bous is a warm and timeless fragrance that gives a
feeling of luxury. The ingredients sandalwood and patchouli provide the
classic nuance, while the addition of the robust and slightly smoky oud gives
the fragrance a quirky twist.
Packing material
The transparent glass bottle with its black sticks is a real eye-catcher in your
interior. The bottle is made from approximately 60-80% recycled glass. The
sticks are made of a mix of cotton and terylene, which ensures maximum
fragrance diffusion. You don’t even have to turn the sticks; if at some point
you immediately need an extra boost in scent diffusion, then turning is still
the trick.

No.76 Courage des Bois
Scent Diffuser 470 ml €45

Refill
From August it is also possible to refill your empty scent diffuser in the MarieStella-Maris store in Amsterdam. By offering refill options, Marie-Stella-Maris
is committed to limiting waste and thus their impact on the environment.
Those who do not have the opportunity to come to the store in Amsterdam
have to wait a little longer; they are working hard on more refill options.
No.92 Objets d’Amsterdam
Scent Diffuser 470 ml €45
Availability
Available from last week of August in the MarieStella-Maris Store in Amsterdam, the Bijenkorf,
Skins Cosmetics and in the webshop
www.marie-stella-maris.com

About Marie-Stella-Maris
Marie-Stella-Maris is an Amsterdam lifestyle brand with a social mission:
clean water for everyone, everywhere. They contribute through their range
in natural mineral water, natural care products and luxury home perfumes.
For every item sold, Marie-Stella-Maris donates a fixed amount to water
projects around the world. Meanwhile, the brand has been able to donate
over 1 million euros to the Marie-Stella-Maris Foundation supporting
thousands of people with access to clean water.

Store Marie-Stella-Maris
Keizersgracht 357
1016 EJ Amsterdam
www.marie-stella-maris.com
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